SPECIAL PROVISIONS
FOR
TRAFFIC SIGNAL INTERCONNECT

Polk County
STP-A-3827(613)--86-77
STP-A-3827(615)--86-77

Effective Date
July 16, 2013

THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, SERIES 2012, ARE AMENDED BY THE FOLLOWING MODIFICATIONS AND ADDITIONS. THESE ARE SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND SHALL PREVAIL OVER THOSE PUBLISHED IN THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.
1. GENERAL

1.1 This part of the specifications includes the furnishing of all material and equipment necessary to complete, in place and operational, a traffic signal interconnect fiber optic system and traffic data center as described in the project plans.

1.2 The Iowa DOT’s Standard Specifications for Highway and Bridge Construction, Series 2012, as modified by these specifications or other appropriate special provisions shall apply to this project. The installation of the traffic control signals and appurtenances shall be in conformance with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, latest edition.

1.3 The Contractor shall be responsible for ONE-CALL locates of the fiber cables installed under this project until acceptance of the project by the City.

1.4 At the completion of the project, the Contractor shall provide the city with as-built drawings of the fiber optic system.

1.5 At the completion of the project, the Contractor shall mark the vertical and horizontal location of all conduits with paint and flags. The Engineer will use their GPS equipment to map the conduit, footing, and handhole locations.

1.6 Wiring Diagrams – Fiber optic wiring diagrams are provided to define the electrical wiring of all traffic cabinets, hubs, and facilities. Discrepancies between any wiring diagrams shall be resolved with the Engineer prior to installation. Changes to the wiring diagrams
may occur during the project based on user demand and future projects interacting with this project. The Contractor shall maintain accurate quantities of splices and terminations at each location during the project. Wiring diagrams shall be red-lined as part of the “normal As-Built” records provided to the Engineer.

2. SYSTEM INTEGRATOR

2.1 The Contractor shall provide a Communications Coordinator/System Integrator to facilitate with system integration and fiber optic cable certification. The Communications Coordinator shall have experience in the preparation of cabinet fiber termination drawings, the installation of fiber systems communications equipment, and fiber optic cable testing procedures.

2.2 The Communications Coordinator/System Integrator shall install, program, network, connect, and test the complete traffic signal system including all communications, switches, the traffic management software, the PTZ cameras, and any other component of the complete and functional system.

2.3 The Communications Coordinator/System Integrator shall supply an IP address schema. The IP address schema will include a plan for all devices on the network, both supplied by this contract and devices supplied by future contractors. The address inventory shall be provided electronically to the City at project completion.

2.4 The Communications Coordinator system integration, installation certification, and fiber optic cable certification shall be considered incidental to the contract lump sum price for the Fiber Optic System.

3. EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

3.1 Fabrication or assembly process materials shall comply with the applicable parts of Section 2523 of the Standard Specifications with the additions as stated herein.

3.2 Equipment and materials shall be of new stock unless the plans provide for the relocation of or the use of fixtures furnished by others. New equipment and materials shall be the product of reputable manufacturers of electrical equipment, and shall meet Engineer approval.

3.3 A PDF file of catalog cuts and manufacturer’s specifications shall be furnished for all standard "off-the-shelf" items.

3.4 Engineers review of shop drawings and catalog cuts shall not relieve the Contractor of any responsibility under the Contract documents.

3.5 All electrical equipment shall conform to the standards of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), and all material and work shall conform to the
requirements of the National Electrical Code (NEC), the Standards of the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM), the American Standards Association (ASA), and local ordinances. Miscellaneous electrical equipment and materials shall be UL approved.

3.6 Wherever reference is made in these specifications or in the standard provisions to the code, the safety orders, the general order, or the standards mentioned above, the reference shall be construed to mean the code, order, or standard that is in effect at the date of advertising of these Specifications.

3.7 Certification from the manufacturers of all electrical equipment, conduit, and cable shall be supplied by the Contractor stating said materials comply with these Specifications.

3.8 Any existing equipment designated to be removed on the project shall remain the property of the City of Johnston. The Contractor shall deliver any removed equipment to the City of Johnston Public Works Facility, 6400 Beaver Drive.

4. TESTING AND MAINTENANCE OF SIGNAL EQUIPMENT

4.1 Notify the Engineer the date the signal or signal system will be ready for testing once the project is open to traffic.

4.2 Upon authorization of the Engineer, place the signal or signal system in operation for a consecutive 30 day test period. The signal(s) shall not be placed into operation without prior notification and authorization of the Engineer. Any failure or malfunction of the equipment furnished by the Contractor, exclusive of minor malfunctions (such as lamp burnouts) occurring during the test period, shall be corrected at the Contractor's expense and the signal or system tested for an additional 30 consecutive day period. This procedure shall be repeated until the signal equipment has operated satisfactorily for 30 consecutive days.

4.3 A representative from the manufacturer and/or supplier of signal controller shall be at the project site when the signal controllers are ready to be turned on, to provide technical assistance including, as a minimum, programming of all necessary input data. All required signal timing data shall be provided by the Engineer.

4.4 After signal turn on and prior to final acceptance of the completed traffic signal system, the Contractor shall respond, within 24 hours, to perform maintenance or repair of any failure or malfunction reported.

5. GUARANTEE

5.1 In addition to warranties or guarantees on specific system equipment listed elsewhere in these specifications, the Contractor shall fully guarantee the equipment installation furnished as part of the contract against defective equipment, materials, and quality for
12 months. Should any defect develop under normal and proper operating conditions within these specified periods after acceptance of the completed installation by the Contracting Authority, this malfunction shall be corrected by, and at the expense of the Contractor, including all labor, materials, and associated costs.

5.2 This guarantee shall be provided in writing on Company or Corporation letterhead stationary by the Contractor to the Contracting Authority prior to final acceptance.

5.3 The Contractor shall transfer all required equipment warranties on the date of final acceptance to the Contracting Authority.

6. HANDHOLES

6.1 Handholes shall be installed at the locations shown on the plans, and at such additional points, as the Contractor, at their own expense, may desire to facilitate the work.

6.2 Furnish pre-cast concrete handhole or poured in-place concrete handhole, each with a cast iron ring and cover.

6.3 The body of the precast hand hole shall meet the requirements for Class 1500D concrete pipe insofar as applicable.

6.4 Cast iron ring and cover (Neenah R-5900E) may be rated light duty for non-traffic areas (145 pounds minimum); but shall be rated heavy duty for traffic areas (320 pounds minimum) where shown on the plans. Deviations in weights shall not exceed plus or minus five percent.

6.5 The cover shall have the words FIBER OPTIC cast on the top of the cover.

6.6 Cable hooks - Four cable hooks shall be provided in all handholes as detailed on the plans. Cable hooks shall be galvanized steel with a minimum diameter of 3/8 inch and a minimum length of 5 inches and anchored in the wall of the hand hole utilizing appropriate anchoring devices.

6.7 Handholes shall be installed in a neat and quality manner. When the use of forms is required they shall be set level and of sufficient thickness to prevent warping or other deflections from the specified pattern. A means shall be provided for holding conduit runs rigidly in place while the concrete is placed. All conduits shall enter the handhole at the middle of the handhole. Any deviations from this requirement shall be approved by the Engineer. The ends of all conduit leading into the handhole shall fit approximately 2 inches beyond the inside wall. A coarse aggregate drain of 1 inch clean stone or gravel conforming to the dimensions shown on the plan details shall be provided. Cast iron rings and covers for handholes shall be set flush with the sidewalk, pavement, or the surface of the ground.
6.8 Precast polymer concrete handholes shall be stackable, have bolted covers, and be sized 30 inches by 48 inches (Type 3) with minimum depth 30 inches, unless otherwise specified in the Plans. The polymer concrete material shall meet or exceed all appropriate ANSI/ SCTE 77 tests and requirements. The bottom shall be “open” unless otherwise specified in the Plans. The lid shall be imprinted with the legend “FIBER”, as shown on the Plans, and satisfy loading requirements of ANSI Tier 15. A minimum of four cable hooks will be installed in each junction box to support cables.

7. CONDUIT SYSTEM

7.1 The number, type, and size of conduit shall be as shown on the plans. Conduit shall meet the requirements of Articles 2523.03, N and 4185.10 of the Standard Specifications.

7.2 Conduit shown on the plans as rigid steel shall be galvanized steel meeting the requirements of ANSI Standard Specification C80.1, latest revision.

7.3 Conduit shown on the plans as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) conduit shall meet the requirements of NEMA TC-2, Type 2, and applicable UL Standards. HDPE conduit, orange in color, with a SDR of 13.5 will be allowed to be used in place of PVC conduit.

7.4 Conduit shall be placed as shown on the plans. Change in direction of conduit shall be accomplished by bending such that the conduit will not be injured or its internal diameter changed. Bends shall be of uniform curvature and the inside radius of curvature of any bend shall not be less than six times the internal diameter of the conduit.

7.5 When it is necessary to cut and thread steel conduit, no exposed threads will be permitted. All couplings shall be tightened until the ends of conduits are brought together so that an electrical connection will be made throughout the entire length of the conduit run. All conduit and fittings shall be free from burrs and rough places and all conduit runs shall be cleaned, swabbed, and reamed before cables are installed. Nipples shall be used to eliminate cutting and threading where short lengths of conduit are required. Damaged galvanized finish on conduit shall be painted with zinc rich paint. All fittings used with rigid steel conduit shall be galvanized steel only.

7.6 Approved conduit bushings shall be installed on the exposed ends of rigid steel conduit. Bell end fittings shall be installed on the exposed ends of PVC or HDPE conduit. In all bases, conduit shall extend a minimum of 4 inches above the finished surface.

7.7 Conduit buried in open trenches shall be placed a minimum of 42 inches deep unless otherwise directed by the Engineer or on the plans. Open trench methods of placing conduit will be permitted except where the conduit is to be placed under existing pavement. Conduit in pavement areas shall be placed to a minimum depth of 48 inches below the finished pavement surface or as directed by the Engineer. All conduits shall be placed at a depth between 42 inches and 48 inches. The contractor shall maintain
depth control on the placement of conduit. Use of directional boring equipment is highly recommended.

7.8 The backfill material in open trenches shall be deposited in layers not to exceed 6 inches in depth and each layer shall be thoroughly compacted before the next layer is placed. Backfill material shall be free of cinders, broken concrete, or other hard or abrasive materials. All surplus material shall be removed from the public right-of-way.

7.9 Whenever excavation is made across parkways, driveways or sodded areas, the sod, topsoil, crushed stone or gravel shall be replaced or restored as nearly as possible to its original condition and the whole area involved shall be left in a neat and presentable condition. Concrete sidewalks, pavements, base courses, and bituminous surfaces shall be replaced with new materials. Surface restoration shall be completed in accordance with the current edition of "Statewide Urban Design and Specifications for Public Improvements" and shall be considered incidental to the bid items of the project and will not be paid for separately.

7.10 "Pushed" conduit shall be placed by jacking, pushing, boring, or any other means necessary to place the conduit without cutting, removing, or disturbing existing pavement. The size of a bored hole shall not exceed the outside diameter of the conduit that is to be placed. Tunneling under the pavement or water jetting will not be permitted. Pits for boring shall not be closer than 2 feet to the back of curb unless otherwise directed by the Engineer.

7.11 All conduit openings in the hub cabinet, handholes, bases, and buildings shall be sealed with an approved sealing compound. This compound shall be readily workable soft plastic. It shall be workable at temperatures as low as 30°F, and shall not melt or run at temperatures as high as 300°F.

8. WIRING

8.1 Slack for each cable shall be provided by a 10 foot length in each hand hole. Coil cable slack in hand hole and place on the hooks.

8.2 Cables shall be pulled through conduit by means of a cable grip designed to provide a firm hold upon the exterior covering of the cable or cables, with a minimum of dragging on the ground or pavement. This shall be accomplished by means of reels mounted on jacks, frame mounted pulleys, or other suitable devices. Only vegetable lubricants may be used to facilitate the pulling of cable.

9. ELECTRICAL CABLE

9.1 General

9.1.1 Electrical cable for intersection signalization shall be rated 600 volts minimum.
9.1.2 The number of conductors and size of all electrical cable shall be as shown on the plans.

9.1.3 All wire shall be plainly marked on the outside of the sheath with the manufacturer’s name and identification of the type of the cable.

9.2 Power Lead-In Cable

9.2.1 Power lead-in cable shall be 600 volt, single conductor, stranded copper, Type USE, with UL approval and size as shown on plans.

9.3 Tracer Wire

9.3.1 A tracer wire shall be installed in all conduits.

9.3.2 The tracer wire shall be a #10 AWG, single conductor, stranded copper, Type THHN, with UL approval and an orange colored jacket.

9.3.3 The tracer wire shall be spliced in the hand holes and controller to form a continuous network. The splice shall be a soldered connection and then covered with a wire nut.

9.4 Pull Rope

9.4.1 A pull rope shall be installed in all conduits.

10. Concrete Bases

10.1 Concrete bases for poles and controllers shall be poured to form a monolithic foundation and shall conform to the dimensions shown on the plans. Excavations for these bases shall be made in a neat and quality manner. The bottom of all foundations shall rest securely on firm undisturbed ground. The material for the forms shall be of sufficient thickness to prevent warping or other deflections from the specified pattern. The forms shall be set level or sloped slightly to blend with the adjacent ground level and means shall be provided for holding them rigidly in place while the concrete is being deposited. All conduits shall be installed and held rigidly in place before concrete is deposited in the forms. A ground rod (s) shall be placed at each pole and controller base as shown on the plans. Anchor bolts for the signal poles or the controller cabinet shall be set in place by means of a template constructed to space the anchor bolts in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements. The center of the template and the center of the concrete base shall coincide unless the Engineer shall direct otherwise. Concrete shall be consolidated by vibration during placement.

10.2 The top of the base shall be finished level and the top edges shall be rounded with an edger having a radius of 1/2 inch. In sidewalk areas, adjacent to sidewalks, or in other
paved areas, the top 10 inches of the base shall be formed square and shall be flush with the surrounding paved area. Preformed expansion material shall be provided between the base and the other paved area. When installed in an earth shoulder away from the pavement edge, the top of the concrete base shall be approximately 2 inches above the surface of the ground. The exposed surface of the base shall have a rubbed surface finish.

10.3 After the foundation or base has been poured, absolutely no modification of any sort may be made. If the anchor bolts, conduit, or any part of the foundation or base is installed in an incorrect manner as determined by the Engineer, the entire foundation or base shall be removed and a new foundation or base installed at the Contractor's expense.

10.4 Prior to setting poles, the anchor bolts shall be covered in such a manner as to protect them against damage and to protect the public from possible injury. The foundations must be given a minimum of seven days to cure before poles are erected.

10.5 Footings shall be Class C structural concrete meeting the requirements of Section 2403 of the Standard Specifications.

10.6 Reinforcing steel shall be the type and size as shown on the plans and shall conform to the requirements of Section 2404 of the Standard Specifications.

11. REPLACING DAMAGED IMPROVEMENTS

11.1 Improvements such as sidewalks, curbs, driveways, roadway pavement and any other improvements removed, broken, or damaged by the Contractor shall be replaced or reconstructed with the same kind of materials found on the work or with materials of equal quality. The new work shall be left in serviceable condition satisfactory to the Engineer. Whenever a part of a square or slab of existing concrete sidewalk, driveway, or pavement is broken or damaged, the entire square or slab shall be removed and the concrete reconstructed.

11.2 Surface restoration including sidewalk, driveway, and street surface replacement, and seeding or sodding, shall be considered incidental to the bid items of the project and will not be paid for separately.

12. LOOP DETECTOR INSTALLATION

12.1 The location of each loop shall be marked on the pavement with crayon or spray paint. The Contractor shall obtain the approval of the Engineer prior to cutting the saw slots.

12.2 The saw shall be equipped with a depth gauge and horizontal guide to assure proper depth and alignment of the slot. The blade used for the saw cut shall provide a clean, straight, well-defined 3/8 inch wide saw cut without damage to adjacent areas. The
depth of the saw cut shall be 2 inches. Where the loop changes direction, the saw cuts shall be overlapped to provide full depth at all corners. Right angle or corners less than 90 degrees shall not be used.

12.3 Before installing the loop wire, the saw cuts shall be checked for the presence of jagged edges or protrusions. Should these exist, they must be removed. The slots must be cleaned and dried to remove cutting dust, grit, oil, moisture or other contaminants. Cleaning shall be achieved by flushing clean with a stream of water under pressure, and following this, the slots should be cleared of water and dried using oil-free compressed air.

12.4 Detector loop wire shall be installed using a 3/16 inch to 1/4 inch thick wood paddle. If the wire does not lie close to the bottom of the saw cut, it shall be held down by means of a material such as tape or doubled-over pieces of the plastic tubing.

12.5 The detector loop wire shall be placed into the slot with the number of turns specified. The tubing shall be of a continuous length from the point of splicing of the loop wire to the lead-in cable. The field loop conductors installed in the pavement shall run continuously from the terminating handhole or base with no splices permitted. The field loop conductors shall be spliced to the lead-in cable and the lead-in cable shall run continuously from the terminating hand hole or base to the detector sensing unit except on multiple loop installations where additional loop conductors may be spliced to the lead-in cable as directed by the Engineer. At the time of placing the loop wire in the sawed slots, the ends of the tubing shall be sealed to prevent any entrance of moisture into the tubing.

12.6 Each loop shall be coiled as indicated by the Engineer and the beginning conductor banded in the terminating hand hole or base with a symbol "S" to denote start of conductor. Each loop shall be further identified by phase or function as shown on the project plans, with durable tags, or as directed by the Engineer. Loops which are physically adjacent in an individual lane or adjacent lanes shall be wound with opposite rotation (i.e. #1 CW, #2 CCW, #3 CW, etc.). Rotation reversal can be accomplished by reversing leads at the hand hole.

12.7 Home runs for loops shall be labeled as follows:
   NW corner is red       SE corner is blue
   NE corner is green    SW corner is orange

12.8 Farthest away loop in the home run shall have one band of the appropriate color. The next closest loop shall have two bands of the appropriate color.

12.9 Home runs that are in medians (islands) shall have the appropriate color for where it is, i.e.: island on the west leg would have red/orange bands and the farthest away loop would have one band of the appropriate color and so on.
12.10 Multiple loop configurations, spliced to a single lead-in loop, to be connected in series shall have the "S" conductor of one loop connected to the unbanded conductor of the adjacent loop.

12.11 All lengths of loop wires and tubing that are not embedded in the pavement shall be twisted with at least five turns per foot, including lengths in conduits and hand holes.

12.12 The electrical splice between the loop lead-in cable to the controller and the loop wire shall be soldered using resin core solder and provided with a watertight protective covering for the spliced wire, the shielding on the loop lead-ins and the end of the tubing containing the loop wires. The use of open flame to heat the wire connection will not be permitted. The Contractor shall use a soldering iron, gun, or torch equipped with a soldering tip. The splice shall be made by the following method:

12.12.1 Remove all lead-in cable coverings leaving 4 inches of insulated wire exposed.

12.12.2 Remove the insulation from each conductor of a pair of lead-in cable conductors and scrape both copper conductors with knife until bright.

12.12.3 Remove the plastic tubing from the loop wires for 1 1/2 inches.

12.12.4 Remove the insulation from the loop wires and scrape both copper conductors with knife until bright.

12.12.5 Wash the exposed copper conductors with turpentine spirits to clean the conductors.

12.12.6 The conductors shall be connected by a soldered "Western Union" type splice, wrapped with waterproof tape and coated with a watertight protective covering.

12.12.7 Cover the exposed shielding, ground wire and end of any unused loop lead-in where the sheathing was cut, with liquid silicone rubber. Apply Butyl Rubber Polymer Tape sealant between the wires and completely cover the silicone rubber. As an acceptable alternate, the Contractor may use a 3M Company Scotchcast Kit, or approved equal, for splices.

12.13 After the installation of loops, the Contractor should meter the loops by test instruments capable of measuring electrical values of installed loop wires and lead-ins to measure induced AC voltage, inductance in microhenries, high-low "Q" indication, leakage resistance in megohms, and the resistance of the conductors in ohms. Provide the Engineer with a report on company letterhead indicating the inductance and leakage to ground test values for each loop. The test shall be conducted from the curbside hand hole. An inductance and leakage to ground test shall also be conducted and reported for the total detector lead-in and loop system with the test being conducted at the controller cabinet. Before beginning the required test period, the Engineer may
independently meter any or all loops. Should any loop be found unacceptable, the Contractor may be required to complete additional tests, as required, at their own expense. The values indicated are for tests on a single loop at curbside.

12.13.1 An acceptable loop installation shall be defined as follows:

Inductance: The inductance reading on the loop tester is approximately the calculated value.

Leakage to Ground: Deflection of the pointer to above 100 megohms.

Any unusual reading on the above shall be reported to the Engineer before sealing the loop in the pavement.

12.13.2 An unacceptable loop installation shall be defined as follows:

Inductance: The inductance reading is below the calculated value.

Leakage to Ground: Deflection of the pointer to below 100 megohms.

12.13.3 Any loop not meeting the requirements for an acceptable loop installation shall be repaired or replaced as directed by the Engineer. The Contractor shall bear all costs of replacing loop installations deemed unsatisfactory by the Engineer.

12.14 A frequency meter with oscillator, Detector Systems, Inc. or approved equal, shall be used to determine each loop frequency. The Contractor shall measure each loop system with a frequency meter from the test card inserted in the controller detector rack. A reading shall be made with the embedded loop area free from all objects or vehicles. A second reading shall be made with a vehicle, standard car, passing over the zone of detection for the loop. A third column shall be title "Diff". The value of the frequency (five digits) when the zone of detection has a car passing subtracting the value of the frequency (five digits) when the zone of detection is clear shall be entered in this column for each loop. The fourth column shall be the value under the diff divided by the value when the zone of detection is clear. See example below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQ (clear)</th>
<th>FREQ (vehicle)</th>
<th>DIFF</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43,400</td>
<td>44,985</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An acceptable reading is any value greater than 0.0350. A marginal acceptance, subject to the Engineer's approval, is any value between 0.030 and 0.035. An unacceptable reading is any value less than 0.030.
13. LOOP DETECTOR SEALANT

13.1 The sealant shall be a rapid cure, high viscosity, liquid epoxy, or approved equal, formulated for use in sealing inductive wire loops and leads embedded in asphaltic concrete and Portland cement concrete. The sealant shall be usable on grades of 15% or less without excessive flow of material, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer.

13.2 The epoxy sealer shall be a two-component system that consists of a resin constituent identified as pourable and a hardener identified as quick setting. The sealer shall be epoxy: Bondo; Preco Gold Label Flex; or equal, as approved by the Engineer. Approval of other sealants shall be based on specifications and/or test data regarding physical properties, performance properties and chemical resistance.

13.3 The cured sealer shall be unaffected by oils, gasoline, grease, acids and most alkalis. The mixing of components and the filling of the cut shall be in accordance with the directions of the manufacturer.

14. ACTUATED CONTROLLER

14.1 General

14.1.1 The local intersection controller shall be a Siemens M52 Series controller unit manufactured by Siemens, so as to be fully compatible and interchangeable with existing local controllers in the City of Johnston, support the TACTICS signal system, and support all features of the system including communication over 10/100 BASE-T Ethernet and single mode fiber optic cable. One controller shall be supplied at each cabinet. The controller will operate the intersection signals. Each controller shall be NTCIP compliant. The Engineer may specify alternate or additional communication capabilities as needed.

14.1.2 The controller to be provided shall provide two through eight phase operation. The controller unit shall be provided with the NEMA defined “A”, “B”, “C”, and manufacturer specific “D” connectors, an RS-232 Serial Port that allows controller unit programming without referencing the controller unit system address, an RS-232 Serial Port that allows controller unit programming requiring reference to the controller unit system address, an SDLC Serial Port as defined by NEMA TS-2 and a communications port that is designed for fiber optic interconnect.

14.1.3 The controller shall provide fully prompted, menu driven programmability.

14.1.4 The controller shall provide the following internal functions:

Software compatible to the control and data protocol of the central office traffic signal system software and computer.
Provision of a local time base scheduler including automatic accommodation for day light savings time.

Provision for local coordination control.

Provision for local preemption control with at least six programmable internal preemption sequences.

Provide data uploading and down loading capability.

Process system and local intersection detector activity and accumulate samples of vehicle count, occupancy, and speed.

Provide local control of remotely selected NEMA and special functions.

Ability to handle up to 80 detectors. Detectors shall include the ability to have a single detector input be assigned to phase extension, system volume and occupancy, and lane count concurrently. Lane count shall include as a minimum 24 isolated detector assignments for the purpose of accumulating 15 minute volume counts for each detector. Controller memory shall allow accumulation of a minimum of sixteen hours of data, 15-minute counts for 24 detectors, before requiring data uploads to the central computer.

Perform local report generation with printer capability, including intersection status and performance.

Provide the capability to communicate by means of hard-wire, fiber optic or radio interconnects. The controller shall be capable of operating in each type of system without additional modifications, other than installation of the appropriate modem and interface.

14.1.5 The controller shall be microprocessor type, modular, solid state providing the phasing and operation as shown on the plans. The controller shall be designed for use on nominal 120 volt, 60 Hz, single-phase alternating current.

14.1.6 The controller unit shall utilize digital timing concepts for interval settings for all phases and shall contain vehicular and pedestrian circuits and timing functions for all phases.

14.1.7 The controller equipment furnished shall be new, of the latest model, fabricated in a first-class quality manner from good quality material. The manufacturer shall replace free of charge to the Contractor and/or Contracting Authority any part that fails in any manner by reason of defective material or quality within a period
of 12 months from the date that the equipment was placed into operation following installation.

14.2 Components

14.2.1 The controller unit shall use modern integrated circuits and computer technology to the fullest extent feasible and incorporate digital timing techniques.

14.2.2 All component parts and terminals shall be readily accessible when the controller modules are removed from the enclosure for adjustments, testing or service.

14.2.3 The controller unit shall be designed so that the length of interval, portion, period or unit extension shall not deviate by more than plus or minus 100 milliseconds from its set value at a power source frequency of 60 Hz.

14.3 Chassis

14.3.1 The controller unit shall be modular in design. Modules or function boards shall be removable and inserted without the use of any tools. Modules of unlike function shall be mechanically keyed or electrically inter-locked to prevent insertion into the wrong opening. All modules of the same function shall be interchangeable.

14.3.2 The front panel of the unit shall be permanently marked to identify the fuses, indicators, switches, controls, etc. so that the operation of the controller shall be readily apparent. The option card slot panel section shall be provided with two each panels. The two panels shall allow insertion of one or more card devices and maintain a closed front chassis assembly.

14.3.3 The control devices, indicators, fuse holders, switches, input/output connectors, and other components required for the operation and adjustment of the timer shall be mounted on the front panel.

14.3.4 Certification of a manufacturer's controller assembly by an independent testing laboratory shall be provided to the Engineer. This certification shall indicate that the manufacturer's controller assembly is in accordance with the test procedures as specified in the NEMA Standard No. TS1-1983. Certification to NEMA Standard No. TS-2, current edition at the time of bid shall be acceptable.

14.3.5 All components shall be amply de-rated with regard to heat dissipating capacity and rated voltage so that, with maximum ambient temperatures and maximum applied voltage, a material shortening of life or shift in values shall not occur.

14.3.6 The design life of all components under 24 hours a day operating conditions in their circuit applications shall be not less than 5 years.
14.3.7 Controller timing shall be set by means of a front-panel keyboard. Momentary contact push buttons shall be used for entering numeric data.

14.4 Interval Programming

14.4.1 The controller unit shall provide for setting of the timing of each interval or period by means of keyboard.

14.4.2 The controller unit shall utilize fully prompted, menu programmability to input controller data.

14.4.3 The keyboard shall be on the front panel of the unit. They shall be easily identifiable and it shall not be necessary to remove or change wires or contacts or to use any tools in making interval adjustments.

14.4.4 Each phase shall have identical control parameters that may be independently set for each phase.

14.4.5 The controller unit shall be capable of providing functions with the minimum timing ranges and timing increments as defined in NEMA Standards TS-2.16.4.6

14.4.6 Indications shall be provided and appropriately labeled to facilitate the determination of the operation of the controller unit. These indications shall consist of the following, as a minimum:
   - Phase or phases in service.
   - Phase or phases next to be serviced.
   - Presence of vehicle call, including memory and detector actuations.
   - Presence of a pedestrian call.
   - Ring status indicators, including the following: Minimum Green; Passage; Yellow Clearance; Red Clearance; Walk; Pedestrian Clearance; Reason for Termination; and Rest State.

14.4.7 The controller unit shall be capable of programming each phase to operate in the following modes through the keyboard push button switches or separate function switches.
   - Nonlocking vehicle detector memory
   - Locking vehicle detector memory
   - Vehicle recall
   - Pedestrian recall
   - Recall to maximum green

14.4.8 All operator keyboard entered data shall be retained in a memory medium that does not require battery backup.
14.4.9 Means shall be provided to control the flashing of pedestrian signals during the pedestrian clearance interval(s), Yellow and All Red or Yellow interval only.

14.4.10 The signal phasing and interval sequence shall be as shown on the plans.

14.5 Operational Requirements

14.5.1 The controller shall provide multi-phase operation and shall be fully actuated with means for receiving actuation on all phases.

14.5.2 The controller shall permit a non-actuated mode of operation on any of the phases by assertion of the vehicle recall function of the desired phase.

14.5.3 The actuation of a vehicle detector during the extendible portion of an actuated traffic phase having the right-of-way shall cause the retention of right-of-way by the traffic phase for the set Passage Time from the end of the actuation but subject to the Maximum.

14.5.4 The actuation of any detector on a traffic phase not having the right-of-way shall cause the transfer of the right-of-way to that traffic phase at the next opportunity in the normal phase sequence.

14.5.5 The timing of the Maximum Green shall commence with one of the following:

   - With the first actuation or demand for right-of-way on a traffic phase not having the right-of-way.

   - At the beginning of the Green interval if an actuated or demand for right-of-way has been previously registered on a traffic phase not having right-of-way.

   - In the absence of detector actuations or assertion of recall switches, the right-of-way indications shall remain on the traffic phase on which the last actuation occurred.

14.5.6 The transfer of right-of-way to conflicting phases shall occur only after the display of the appropriate change clearance intervals.

   - An actuation received during a change clearance interval for a traffic phase shall cause the right-of-way to return to that phase at the next opportunity in the normal phase sequence.

14.5.7 If the right-of-way is transferred by the operation of the Maximum or extension limit, the traffic phase losing the right-of-way shall again receive it without further actuation at the next opportunity in the normal phase sequence.
14.5.8 When pedestrian actuation is received a WALK interval shall be provided concurrently with the associated Green traffic phase interval. A flashing DON’T WALK Pedestrian Clearance interval shall follow the WALK interval during which the Green traffic phase continues to be displayed. A steady DON’T WALK shall follow the flashing DON’T WALK.

14.5.9 In absence of pedestrian actuation or the assertion of pedestrian recall function, pedestrian signals shall remain in a steady DON’T WALK condition.

14.5.10 Pedestrian actuations received by a phase during steady or flashing DON’T WALK indications of that phase shall be remembered and shall cause the controller to provide pedestrian timing functions for that phase at the next opportunity in the normal phase sequence. Successive pedestrian actuations shall not cause extension of pedestrian intervals.

14.5.11 During coordinated operation if phases are placed in a pedestrian recall mode of operation to operate the controller as a pretimed controller, the WALK intervals of the non-coordinated phases shall automatically adjust with changes in the timing plans to provide the maximum amount of WALK interval possible in the phase. The adjustment of the WALK interval for the non-coordinated phases shall be similar to the adjustment in the WALK interval for the coordinated phases with timing plan changes.

15. CONTROLLER CABINET AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

15.1 The cabinet and auxiliary equipment shall conform to the requirements of the National Electrical Manufacturer’s Association (NEMA) Standard TS1, most current revision, and to these specifications.

15.2 Cabinet

15.2.1 The controller and all associated equipment shall be completely housed in a sturdy aluminum cabinet of clean cut design and appearance having no sharp edges, corners or projections. The size of the cabinet shall provide ample space for housing the controller and all associated electrical and auxiliary devices that are to be furnished with it as herein specified. A hinged door, with an approved doorstop assembly, shall be provided permitting complete access to the interior of the cabinet. When closed, the door shall fit closely to neoprene or other suitable gasketing material, making the cabinet weatherproof and dust-tight. The door shall be provided with a strong lock and two sets of keys. The door hinges and pins shall be of a non-corroding material.

15.2.2 In addition to the main door of the controller cabinet, there shall be an auxiliary police door provided in the main door provided with a strong lock and keys of different design than that of the main door of the cabinet. The panel behind the
auxiliary police door shall contain a switch to change from normal function to flashing and vice versa. When placed in the flashing operation, the switch shall cause the signals to display the flashing indication identified in the signal sequence diagram. The signal control shall remain in full operation. A signal on-off switch shall also be provided to interrupt power to the signal heads only and continue controller operation.

15.2.3 The aluminum exterior surfaces of the controller cabinet shall be unpainted.

15.2.4 The cabinet shall contain strong mounting tables, sliding trays, or other suitable supports for the controller and associated equipment.

15.2.5 All field terminals shall be suitably identified and accessible without removal of equipment contained in the cabinet.

15.2.6 A heavy-duty three ring binder shall be provided for stowing cabinet electrical prints.

15.2.7 The base mounted cabinet shall be furnished with all of the hardware necessary for assembly and installation.

15.2.8 The cabinet shall contain two ventilating fans controlled by thermostats and suitable dust filters for the capacity of the ventilating system. The filters shall be of the dry type and easily removed and replaced and be of standard dimensions commercially available.

15.2.9 The cabinet shall be provided with at least a 16-position back panel. The 16 position back panel shall be wired for 16 load switches to control eight vehicle phases, four overlap movements, and four pedestrian phases consecutively from left to right.

15.2.10 The cabinet shall be mounted on a 15 inch high aluminum riser manufactured from the material similar to the cabinet.

15.3 Electrical Design

15.3.1 The distribution of the 117 VAC throughout the cabinet shall not occur until the AC+ has first passed through the power protection devices.

15.3.2 The cabinet shall be provided with power protection devices that include the main AC+ power circuit breakers, radio interference suppressors, and lightning and surge protectors. These devices shall be in addition to any protection devices furnished with the controller and auxiliary equipment. The protection devices shall be mounted on a panel that is securely fastened to an interior wall of the cabinet.
15.3.3 The AC+ field service shall be connected directly to a circuit breaker. This circuit breaker shall be a single pole, nonadjustable, magnetic breaker rated for 117 VAC operation. It shall be equipped with a solder less connector suitable for terminating the power lead-in wire. The circuit breaker shall be capable of manual operation and shall be clearly marked to indicate the "ON" and "OFF" positions.

15.3.4 Radio interference suppressors (RIS), adequate in number to handle the power requirements for the cabinet, shall be wired in series with and after the main AC+ circuit breaker. The RIS shall be designed to minimize interference in all broadcast, transmission and aircraft frequency bands.

15.3.5 The controller cabinet shall be furnished with a lightning arrestor on the AC service. The surge suppressor shall be an SHA-1210 manufactured by EDCO Inc., or approved equal that meets or exceeds the following requirements:

   The unit must be capable of withstanding repeated 20,000 ampere surges (minimum of 25).

   The unit must have internal follow current limiters (resistive elements).

   The unit shall contain a minimum of three active clamping stages.

   The unit must self-extinguish within 8.3 milliseconds after trailing edge surge. Parallel impedance of limiters must be less than 15 ohms.

15.3.6 In the event of a power interruption, the controller shall be capable of automatic reorientation upon power resumption and shall require no manual initiation or switching. The controller and conflict monitor shall be wired on the same power terminal and be simultaneously controlled by a controller “On – Off” switch.

15.3.7 Electrical connections from the controller and auxiliary devices to outgoing and incoming circuits shall be made in such a manner that the controller or auxiliary device can be replaced with a similar unit, without the necessity of disconnecting and reconnecting the individual wires. This may be accomplished by means of a multiple pin jack, a spring connected mounting or approved equivalent arrangement.

15.3.8 All cabinet wiring shall be neatly trained throughout the cabinet and attached to the interior panels using nonconductive clamps or tie-wraps. Bundles of cables shall be laced or tied or enclosed in a sheathing material. The cabinet wiring shall not interfere with the entrance, training, or connection of the incoming or outgoing field conductors.
15.3.9 Except where terminated by direct soldering, all wires shall be provided with terminal lugs for attachment to terminal blocks using screws. All wires shall be identified and labeled in accordance with the cabinet wiring prints.

15.3.10 All wire insulation shall have a minimum rating of 600 volts.

15.3.11 A maintenance panel containing test switches shall be located on the inside of the main door. These switches shall include the following:
   - Controller Power Switch
   - Detector Test Switches
   - Stop Time Switch
   - Signal Flash Switch

15.3.12 An AC+ convenience outlet with a three wire grounding type receptacle shall be provided and be easily accessible. This receptacle shall be separately fused from the main AC+ circuit breaker. The outlet shall be provided with ground fault protection.

15.3.13 The unit shall contain a power and flash transfer relay assembly to transfer the AC+ power and operation from the controller and load switches to the solid state flasher. This transfer relay assembly shall be controlled by either the "AUTO-FLASH" mode switch located on the Police Panel or the conflict monitor. The flasher shall remain operational with the controller removed from the cabinet. The rate of flash shall be 50-60 flashes per minute with equal on and off intervals. The cabinet shall be wired to flash as shown on the plans.

15.3.14 The plug-in transfer relays shall be rated at a minimum of 10 amps per pole and shall be enclosed in a transparent case for protection against dust and for visual observance of operation.

15.3.15 The cabinet shall be furnished with two incandescent lamps. One lamp shall have a gooseneck assembly and be a Mini-Cylinder Lamp. The lamp shall be equipped with a 25 Watt, R14 bulb. The second lamp receptacle shall be mounted on the interior wall of the cabinet and accommodate a standard base light bulb. Manual switches mounted on the maintenance panel shall control these lamps. The lamp shall be controlled by an on-off switch. The lamp shall be wired into the cabinet power circuit and not obtain power from the convenience outlet. Two LED light panels, top of cabinet and top of load bay, shall be installed on the same circuit as the lamp receptacle and shall provide general cabinet lighting and be controlled with the lamp switch.

15.3.16 The cabinet duct fan unit shall be fused separately and wired after the main AC+ circuit breaker.
15.3.17 Molded composition barrier type terminal blocks shall be used for termination of the incoming and outgoing signals within the cabinet assembly. Each terminal block shall be of one-piece construction with a minimum of twelve terminals. Each terminal shall have a threaded contact plate with a binder head screw. The terminal blocks shall have a minimum rating of 600 volts. All terminals shall be identified and labeled in accordance with the cabinet wiring diagram.

15.3.18 The terminal block facilities shall be arranged in function groupings and mounted to either panels or brackets fastened to the interior walls of the cabinet. Each terminal block shall be retained using either machine or self-tapping screws and shall be easily removed and replaced.

15.3.19 The minimum terminals are as follows:

- Terminal with circuit breaker with integral power line switch for the incoming power line.

- Terminal unfused for the neutral side of the incoming power line.

- Terminals and bases for each vehicle and pedestrian signal circuit. A load resistor shall be installed for all odd signal phases.

- Terminals for vehicle phase detector and pedestrian push button cables. Terminals for vehicle detectors include AC+, AC neutral, relay common, relay closure, and the loops or probes from the field.

- Terminals for system detectors. This shall be a separate terminal block and labeled with the detector numbers.

- Terminals and bases for signal flasher and outgoing signal field circuits.

- Terminals for all controller input and output circuits including those circuits not used on the project.

- Terminals for all required auxiliary equipment.

- Terminals for interconnect.

Adequate electrical clearance shall be provided between terminals. The controller, auxiliary equipment, panel(s), terminals and other accessories shall be so arranged within the cabinet that they will facilitate the entrance and connection of incoming conductors.

15.3.20 The outgoing signal circuits shall be of the same polarity as the line (+) side of the power service. The incoming signal indication conductors shall be common
and of the same polarity as the grounded (-) side of the power service. The neutral (-) side of the power service shall be connected to the cabinet in an approved manner to a copper ground bus located on the panel with the main AC+ circuit breaker. The cabinet shall, in turn, be connected to an earth ground through a ground rod, mounted external to the cabinet at the nearest hand hole or junction box.

15.3.21 All load switches shall conform to the triple-signal solid-state type load switch as specified in the NEMA Standard No. TS1-1983. Dual-signal type load switches shall not be allowed. LED indicator lights shall be provided on the front of the load switch to designate the active circuit.

15.3.22 The closing or opening of signal circuits shall be positive without objectionable dark intervals, flickering of lights or conflicting signal indications. Each switch shall have a capacity of not less than 10 amperes of incandescent lamp load at 120 volts AC.

15.3.23 A Solid State conflict monitor shall be provided and located within the cabinet external to and electrically independent of the controller unit and enclosed in a finished metal case. The monitor shall detect the occurrence of conflicting Green, Yellow or Walk indications and shall cause the signals to go into predetermined flashing operation with stop timing applied simultaneously should conflicts be sensed. The conflict monitor shall conform to the specifications of NEMA TS1-1983 and shall be compatible with the controller. The monitor shall be provided with an Ethernet Port for remote monitoring.

15.3.24 The conflict monitor shall utilize liquid crystal displays providing four indicators which display an active Red, Yellow, Green, and Walk input for each channel monitored.

15.3.25 Stop timing shall remain present during this operation. If the actual conflict has been cleared a reset switch (front mounted) on the conflict monitor shall return the controller to normal operation when depressed.

15.3.26 The cabinet shall be equipped with a separate solid state flasher to permit substitution of flashing signal indications for normal vehicle or pedestrian actuated operation. The solid state flasher shall have no contact points or moving parts and shall utilize zero-point switching. The flasher unit shall have a built-in effective radio interference filter. It shall be possible to completely remove the controller unit for inspection or maintenance when the flashing feature is energized, without disturbing the flashing feature. LED indicator lights shall be provided on the front of the flasher to indicate the active circuit.
15.3.27 Flashing shall be at the rate of not less than 50 nor more than 60 flashes per minute with approximately 50% on and 50% off periods. Flashing rate shall not vary so long as the power source remains within the specified limits.

15.3.28 Flashing of vehicular signal indications shall be obtained from one or more flashers, each of which is a self-contained device designed to plug into a panel in the controller cabinet. If the flashing is provided by two flashers, they shall be wired to assure that the flashing of all indications on the same approach is simultaneous.

15.3.29 The cabinet shall contain a door switch to provide the capability for a special function input and output of the controller to detect and log when the cabinet door is opened.

15.3.30 When specified in the plans for loop detectors, one card style detector mounting rack shall be shelf mounted in each controller cabinet. The rack shall provide a minimum of sixteen slots for two-channel, wired compatible for four channel type of detectors. All detector slots shall be wired in the cabinet to provide for future use. In case of a failure in the power supply unit for the card rack, fail-safe operation will be provided in that a constant call will be placed on all detector channels. Durably label all card rack positions with phase and loop numbers.

15.3.31 All detectors shall provide two inputs which shall be diode isolated. One input shall be assigned to the phase. The other input shall be capable of being assigned in the field to any one of the eight system inputs or the local count detector inputs of the local controller. This connection shall be by a method approved by the Engineer. A separate terminal block shall be installed in the cabinet which will have all detector inputs terminated on the lower side of the block. The eight system wires can then be attached in the field to any detector input on the upper side of the block to obtain system inputs to the controller. The system detector input wires shall be labeled with the detector number and the system detector terminal block shall be labeled with the system detector number for ease in field programming.

15.3.32 Controller cabinet wiring shall utilize a 24 pin connector to direct the diode isolated count detector inputs to the terminal facility point for input to the controller. The cabinet design shall assign all detector inputs into the controller based on six detectors per approach, left, through and right turn per the City design. Detector inputs 1-6 per approach shall always allocate directional 1 detector as a left turn and directional detectors 3, 4, and 5 as through movements. Directional detectors 2 and 6 shall be assigned by the City as left turn or right turn movements on a per intersection basis. The 24 pin connector shall be disconnected when the cabinet is operated by a controller that is not provided with the traffic count function. All detector inputs shall be accommodated via NEMA TS-1 type cabinet utilizing the standard A-B-C and
manufacturer’s specific D connectors. The disconnection of the 24 pin connectors shall revert cabinet operation to a standard NEMA TS-1 operation or a NEMA TS-2 Type 2 operation. The detector counting termination harness and detector assignment shall be as indicated in the table on the next page.

15.3.33 Card Rack Assignments

EV preempt channel assignments shall be PE1-Southbound (Phases 2&5), PE2-Westbound (Phases 4&7), PE3-Northbound (Phases 1&6), PE4-Eastbound (Phases 3&8)

Any railroad preemption input shall be wired to Preempt 1 or Preempt 2 input with other preempt inputs moved to Preempts 3 through 6.

Ped PB inputs shall be wired to Ped 2, 4, 6 or 8 detector inputs. Controller unit shall allow program change to assign any Ped detector input to any active phase.

Count detectors and system detectors shall be programmable for passage, count and system functions concurrently in the controller unit software.

15.3.34 Each cabinet shall be equipped with a splice/termination enclosure. This enclosure shall be mounted under the controller unit shelf and above the back panel on the left side, opposite from the power source input. The enclosure shall be provided with two each 12 position splice trays and 24 each termination ST connectors, ceramic ferrule, in front panel mounted ST Couplers arranged in two rows. Each row of ST Couplers shall have two sets of six each couplers. The top row shall be for fiber incoming and the bottom row shall be fiber departing, or as shown on the Plans as terminated fibers. All fibers used in any single tube shall be terminated or spliced. Unused tubes of fiber shall be coiled and be a minimum length of ten feet. All fibers terminated shall be secured in a fan out kit prior to the splice or the junction to the pigtail. All connections in the cabinet to external devices shall be by two fiber Patch Cords of a length to easily reach the devices but not so long as to be pinched or cut by other devices, door openings, etc. Space in the cabinet shall be provided to allow one additional splice/termination enclosure and one wall mount 24-position termination only enclosure. Enclosures shall be SEICOR Model MIC-024 Series or preapproved equal. All splices shall be a fusion, or where specified on the Plans, mechanical UNICAM splices. Fusion splices to pigtails shall utilize a 900 micron coated pigtail. All fusion splices shall use heat shrink with a metal strip for support. The pigtail splice connection shall be provided with a second heat shrink that covers the entire section of the splice area that includes a portion of the fan out kit on one side to the 900 micron coated area of the other side.
15.4 Documentation

15.4.1 Complete system documentation shall be provided. Such documentation shall, as a minimum consist of:

15.4.1.1 Three complete operations manuals for each controller and associated signal equipment including equipment wiring diagrams, schematics, and parts lists sufficient for ordering any parts.

15.4.1.2 Three sets of cabinet wiring diagrams. The corresponding phase numbers for each movement shall be indicated on the intersection layout diagram on the cabinet wiring diagram.
15.4.2 The controllers shall be provided with the most current software and documentation. Future software and documentation revisions to the local system controller shall be provided without charge.

15.4.3 Cabinet wiring diagrams shall include two sheets. One sheet shall indicate the manufacturer point to point wiring of the terminal facility complete with all harnesses for the controller unit and the conflict monitor. This drawing shall be an unaltered generic drawing. The second drawing shall indicate the electrical connections of all equipment and terminal connections for the traffic control cabinet for each cabinet provided. The drawings shall include pictorial representations of the intersection geometrics and phasing. Detectors shall be positioned for each approach and lane, being tagged with its harness (rack/slot) assignment. The controller cabinet shall be positioned and shown as a rectangle with the two crossing diagonal lanes. In addition to the three sets of wiring diagrams specified above, one Mylar copy shall be provided to the Engineer at the time of turn on at the intersection.

15.5 Guarantee

15.5.1 The equipment furnished under this specification shall be new, of the latest model, fabricated in a first-class quality manner from good quality material.

15.5.2 The entire controller unit shall be warranted to be free from defects in quality and materials for a minimum of 1 year from date of acceptance. Any parts found to be defective shall be replaced free of charge.

15.5.3 The Contracting Authority shall be furnished with a certification from the equipment manufacturer stating that the equipment furnished under this specification complies with all provisions of this specification. If there are any items that do not comply with this specification, then a list of those exceptions must be detailed on the certification.

16. INDUCTIVE LOOP VEHICLE DETECTOR

16.1 This specification contains the minimum design and operating requirements for solid state, digital inductive loop vehicle detectors capable of detecting the presence of a moving or standing vehicle.

16.2 A detector consists of a conductor loop or series of loops installed in the roadway, lead-in (feeder) cable, and a sensor (amplifier) unit with power supply installed in a traffic signal controller cabinet.
16.3 Sensor (Amplifier) Unit

16.3.1 The sensor unit shall be solid state, digital, providing detection channel(s) with a minimum inductance range of 50 to 1500 micro-henries. Output circuits of the sensor unit shall be provided by relays. Vehicle presence shall result in a continuous call indication.

16.3.2 Utilize EDI LMD602TR, dual channel, NEMA card rack compatible detector units or preapproved equal.

16.3.3 The sensor unit shall have the following qualities:

- Sensitivity adjustment to allow as a minimum the selection of high, medium or low sensitivity.
- Be capable of providing reliable detection of all licensed motor vehicles.
- Provide an indicator light for visual indication of each vehicle detection.
- Will not require external equipment for tuning or adjustment.
- Provide operation in the pulse mode or presence mode. Mode to be switch selective on the front panel of the unit.
- Provide a self-tuning system which is activated automatically with each application of power. Automatic and continuous fine tuning shall be provided to correct for environmental drift of loop impedance.
- Provide for fail-safe operation (continuous call) in the event of detector loop failure.
- Each detector channel shall respond to a frequency shift in an increasing and/or decreasing value as occurs with temperature shifts in the pavement without requiring a locked call during the period of returning.

16.3.4 Detector units shall be provided with delay and extension timing. The delay feature shall be selected and adjusted externally on the sensor unit housing. Timing shall be digitally derived and be selectable in 1 second increments from 0 to 30 seconds. Delay timing shall inhibit detector output until presence has been maintained for the time selected. Each new detection shall restart the delay timer.

16.3.5 The sensor unit shall be capable of normal operation without interference and false calls between sensor units ("crosstalk") when installed in the physical
environment of the controller cabinet and the electrical environment of the associated electronic equipment installed therein, including other detectors.

16.3.6 It shall be possible to install the connecting cable in the same conduit as the signal cables, power cables and other detector cables without affecting the normal operation of the detector.

16.3.7 Loop detector sensor units shall conform to current requirements of NEMA Standard TS1-1983.

16.3.8 A documentation package shall be supplied with the sensor units which shall include two complete sets of schematic diagrams; descriptive parts lists; and instructions for maintenance and operation of the units.

16.3.9 Detector assignments shall be as defined on the plans.

16.4 Guarantee

16.4.1 The equipment furnished under this specification shall be new, of the latest model, fabricated in a first-class quality manner from good quality material.

16.4.2 The detector sensor unit shall be warranted to be free from defects in quality and materials for one year from date of shipment. Any parts found to be defective shall, be replaced free of charge.

16.4.3 The Contracting Authority shall be furnished with a certification from the equipment manufacturer stating that the equipment furnished under this specification complies with all provisions of this specification. If there are any items that do not comply with this specification, then a list of those exceptions must be detailed on the certification.

17. TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEM CONTROL SOFTWARE & HARDWARE (TACTICS)

17.1 The traffic signal system software shall be TACTICS Advanced Transportation Management System application manufactured by Siemens. The version of TACTICS shall be the Central office software system. This software shall control all traffic signal controllers in the field through a fiber connection to the TACTICS server. The software will be expandable to include other City traffic signal controllers brought into the system in the future.

17.2 The signal system software shall include installation, three user licenses, and training on the system.

17.3 2 years of annual product support for the system shall be included as incidental in the bid item.
17.4 The system integrator is responsible for a fully functional traffic signal system.

17.5 Included as incidental to the traffic signal system is the system hardware to run the software. Two servers will be supplied, installed, networked, and programmed.

17.5.1 TACTICS Central Server - Rack mount
- Quad-core Intel Xeon processor at 2.4 GHz or above
- 4 GB RAM
- 24X CDROM or DVDROM
- RAID 5 configuration with a minimum of (4) 160 GB Drives
- Digi Portserver TS 8/16* (RJ45 16-port)
- Dual 10/100/1000 Network Adapter
- 24” LCD Display
- 3 Year, 4 Hour Support Option
- Microsoft Windows 2008 Server x86
- Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Standard Edition
- (* - Digi Portserver TS 8/16 to be used on servers with no PCI-X slots)

17.5.2 TACTICS Database Server - Rack mount
- Quad-core Intel Xeon processor at 2.4 GHz or above
- 4 GB RAM
- 24X CDROM or DVDROM
- Dual 10/100/1000 Network Adapter
- Keyboard and mouse (or compatible pointing device)
- RAID 5 configuration with a minimum of (4) 160 GB HDD Hotswappable
- RD1000, Internal SATA Drive Bay with removable Media drives
- Symantec Backup exec 12.x or greater with SQL Server Agent
- 3 Year, 4 Hour Support Option
- Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Standard Edition
- Use Display, keyboard, and mouse from other rack mounted server

18. FIBER OPTIC CABLE

18.1 All designed interconnect systems shall use single-mode fiber optic interconnect cable. All fiber optic components required to provide proper communication with the City traffic signal network shall be furnished and installed as part of this item. This work shall consist of furnishing and installing a fiber optic cable of the type, size, and number of fibers specified.

18.2 General Requirements

18.2.1 Materials and Equipment
- Materials and equipment shall be the standard products of a manufacturer regularly engaged in the manufacture of the products. The fiber optic cable shall be Corning, OFS, or pre-approved equal and be manufactured utilizing Corning glass fiber conforming to the following specifications. All materials and equipment furnished shall be completely free from defects and poor quality. All
fibers shall be glass and be manufactured by OFS, Corning or pre-approved equal. The cable shall be rated for gigabyte data bandwidth. All fiber shall be loose tube construction for both indoor and outdoor installation. Indoor cabling shall use plenum rated conduit to within less than 50 foot of point of termination eliminating the requirement to convert to indoor cable.

18.2.2 Contractor Qualifications
Trained and experienced personnel shall supervise the fiber optic cable installation. Qualified technicians shall make the cable terminations and splices. The Contractor upon request of the Engineer shall provide documentation of qualifications and experience for fiber optic equipment installations. The Engineer shall determine if the Contractor is qualified to perform this work. The Contractor shall have attended a certified fiber optic training class mandated by these specifications prior to starting work.

18.2.3 Codes Requirements
The fiber optic cable installation shall be in accordance with or exceed all minimal requirements of State codes, National codes, and manufacturer codes as applicable.

18.2.4 Miscellaneous Equipment
The Contractor shall furnish and install all necessary miscellaneous connectors and equipment to make a complete and operating installation in accordance with the plans, standard sheets, standard specifications, special provisions, and accepted good practice of the industry.

18.2.5 General Considerations
The cable shall meet all requirements stated within this specification. The cable shall be new, unused, and of current design and manufacture.

18.3 Fiber Characteristics
All fibers in the cable must be usable fibers and meet required specifications.

18.3.1 Single-Mode Fiber
Typical core diameter: 8.3um
Cladding diameter: 125 +1.0um by fiber end measurement
Core-to-cladding offset: <1.0um
Coating diameter: 250 +15um
Attenuation uniformity: No point discontinuity shall be greater than 0.1 dB, except terminations or patch cords, at either 1310nm or 1550nm. The coating shall be a layered UV cured acrylate applied by the fiber manufacturer. The coating shall be mechanically or chemically removable without damaging the fiber.
Factory cable rating shall be 0.35 dB/KM at 1310 nM and 0.25 dB/KM at 1550 nM. Installed tolerance shall be less than 0.44 dB/KM at 1310 nM and less than 0.33 dB/KM at 1550 nM, testing tolerance.

All fiber cables shall be Gigabyte rated, i.e. single mode shall be 28 KM for 1310 nM and 40 KM for 1550 nM based on a 10 dB power budget.

All Single mode fiber shall be rated for multi-frequency, four frequencies, equivalent to the AllWave OFS specification and shall be rated to withstand extended aging under water impregnation conditions.

18.4 Fiber Specification Parameters

18.4.1 All fibers in the cable shall meet the requirements of this specification. The testing tolerance attenuation specification shall be a maximum attenuation for each fiber over the entire operating temperature range of the cable when installed.

18.4.2 The change in attenuation at extreme operational temperatures for single-mode fibers shall not be greater than 0.20 dB/km at 1550 nm, with 80% of the measured values no greater than 0.10 dB/km at 1550 nm.

18.4.3 Optical fibers shall be placed inside a loose buffer tube, minimum six fibers per tube, normally twelve fibers per tube. Actual number of fibers per tube shall be twelve fibers per tube unless specified differently on the Plans.

Single-mode only – each buffer tube shall contain twelve or six fibers.

18.4.4 The buffer tubes will meet EIA/TIA-598, “Color coding of fiber optic cables.”

18.4.5 All fiber cables shall be Gigabyte rated, i.e. multimode shall be 200/500 Meter for 850 and 1300 nM respectively and 5000 Meter for 1310 and 1550 nM.

18.4.6 Single-mode fibers shall be placed in the first buffer tubes. Multimode fibers shall be in the remaining buffer tubes. Fiber count, tubes of fiber, shall be as specified on the plans.

18.4.7 Fillers shall be included in the cable core to lend symmetry to the cable cross-section where needed.

18.4.8 The central anti-buckling member shall consist of a glass reinforced plastic rod. The purpose of the central member is to prevent buckling of the cable.

18.4.9 The cable shall use a completely dry cable design without the use of gels and filling compounds. Dry water blocking material shall be used around the buffer
tubes as well as internal to the tubes. Water blocking gels shall not be acceptable on this project.

18.4.10 Buffer tubes shall be stranded around a central member. Acceptable techniques include the use of the reverse oscillation, or “SZ”, stranding process.

18.4.11 All dielectric cables (with no armoring) shall be sheathed with medium density polyethylene. The minimum nominal jacket thickness shall be 1.4 mm. Jacketing material shall be applied directly over the tensile strength members and flooding compound. Cable jacketing shall utilize the newer designs to provide maximum flexibility without loss or appreciable dB attenuation. Cable diameter shall not exceed 0.50 inch.

18.4.12 The jacket or sheath shall be marked with the manufacturer’s name, the words “optical cable”, the year of manufacture, number of fibers, type of fiber (SM or MM) and sequential feet or meter marks. The markings shall be repeated every one-meter or three feet. The actual length of the cable shall be within –0/+1% of the length marking. The marking shall be in a contrasting color to the cable jacket. The height of the marking shall be approximately 2.5 mm. A copy of the manufacturer fiber definition and shipping sheet identifying all tests, results and fiber indexes shall be provided to the Engineer on delivery of cable to the City or shall be included with a contractor’s listing of place(s) of installation when installed by a Contractor.

18.4.13 The maximum pulling tension shall be 600 pounds during installation.

18.4.14 Wherever possible, six buffer tubes with twelve fibers each, or subsets specified, shall be provided and designated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer Tube/Fiber</th>
<th>Tube/Fiber Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1, 1st tube or fiber</td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2, 2nd tube or fiber</td>
<td>orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3, 3rd tube or fiber</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4, 4th tube or fiber</td>
<td>brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5, 5th tube or fiber</td>
<td>slate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6, 6th tube or fiber</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7, 7th tube or fiber</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8, 8th tube or fiber</td>
<td>black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9, 9th tube or fiber</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10, 10th tube or fiber</td>
<td>violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11, 11th tube or fiber</td>
<td>rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12, 12th tube or fiber</td>
<td>aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18.5 Quality Assurance Provisions

18.5.1 All optical fibers shall be proof tested by the fiber manufacturer at a minimum load of 100 kpsi.

18.5.2 All optical fibers shall be 100% attenuation tested at the manufacturer. The attenuation of each fiber shall be provided with each cable reel. The measured attenuation shall be for both 850 and 1300 frequency for multimode and 1310 or 1550 frequency for single mode. This documentation shall be provided with each spool. The Contractor shall designate on the Plans and on this (See 28.2.11) documentation the location where each spool has been installed and provide this data to the Engineer.

18.6 Cable Installed in Ducts and Conduits

18.6.1 A suitable cable feeder guide shall be used between the cable reel and the face of the duct and conduit to protect the cable and guide it into the duct off the reel. It shall be carefully inspected for jacket defects. If defects are noticed, the pulling operation shall be stopped immediately and the Engineer notified. Precautions shall be taken during installation to prevent the cable from being “kinked” or “crushed”. A pulling eye shall be attached to the cable and used to pull the cable through the duct and conduit system. A pulling swivel shall be used to eliminate twisting of the cable. As the cable is played off the reel into the cable feeder guide, it shall be sufficiently lubricated with a type of lubricant recommended by the cable manufacturer. Dynamometers or breakaway pulling swing shall be used to ensure that the pulling line tension does not exceed the installation tension value specified by the cable manufacturer. The mechanical stress placed on a cable during installation shall not be such that the cable is twisted or stretched. The pulling of cable shall be hand assisted at each controller cabinet. The cable shall not be crushed kinked or forced around a sharp corner. If a lubricant is used it shall be of water based type and approved by the cable manufacturer. Sufficient slack shall be left at each end of the cable to allow proper cable termination, MINIMUM OF 30 FEET. This slack shall be in addition to installation slack as hereinafter specified. Additional slack cable shall be left in each hub cabinet, handhole, and at the top of each conduit riser. Excess slack at hub cabinets shall be re-pulled into the nearest handhole to provide a neat and orderly installation. The minimum slack amounts shall be as follows:

- Hub cabinet – 50 feet
- Type 1 Handhole – 30 feet
- Type 2 Handhole – 30 feet
- Type 3 Handhole – 100 feet

18.6.2 Storage of minimum slack cable in controller cabinets and additional slack at pull boxes shall be coiled. The slack coils shall be bound at a minimum of three
points around the coil parameter and supported in their static storage positions. If stored in a handhole, fiber shall be stored along the outer most walls to allow unabated ingress and egress. The binding material and installation shall not bind or kink the cable. Storage of additional slack cable adjacent to conduit risers and support poles shall be as visibly marked/tagged as “CAUTION – FIBER OPTIC CABLE”. Maximum length of cable pulling tensions shall not exceed the cable manufacturer’s recommendations. Along with the fiber optic cable, one #10 AWG THHN, 600-volt single conductor cable (identifier conductor), orange in color, shall be pulled with 10 feet slack in each pull box. All fiber cables shall be marked with a metallic, or preapproved identifier in the handhole adjacent to the traffic signal cabinet or hub cabinet and on the cable in the hub cabinet at the point of termination. The identifier, both in the cabinet and in the handhole, shall indicate the direction the cable is going, cable contents [SM or SM/MM], and the abbreviated location for the other end destination.

18.7 Minimum Bend Radius
For static storage, the cable shall not be bent at any location to less than ten times the diameter of the cable outside diameter or as recommended by the manufacturer. During installation, the cable shall not be bent at any location to less than twenty times the diameter of the cable outside diameter or as recommended by the manufacturer.

18.8 After the Fiber Optic Cable Installation

18.8.1 Each section of the cable shall be tested for continuity and attenuation as a minimum. If the attenuation is found not to be within the acceptable nominal values, the Contractor shall use an optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) to locate points of localized loss caused by bends or kinks. If this is not successful the Contractor shall replace the damaged section of cable with no additional payment. Splices will not be allowed to repair the damaged section. After all fiber cable is installed, all fibers, whether terminated or non-terminated, shall be tested with an OTDR. All fibers terminated shall be tested with a power meter. Each OTDR trace, for documented test result submittal, shall be displayed individually and not be combined with other fiber traces as overlays. Multimode fiber shall be tested using 1300 nm and single mode fiber shall be tested at 1310 nM. The results of the OTDR test shall be provided on an electronic media (disk) and paper printout. The OTDR wave, pictorial diagram of dB loss over the length of fiber tested, shall be provided along with the measured data values. The printout shall contain the manufacturer’s fiber optic Index of Refraction to the third decimal point for the fiber provided. The Contractor shall provide the Engineer with a written report showing all the values measured compared to the calculated values for length and coupler/connector losses at the completion of these tests.

18.8.2 Documentation provided to the Engineer shall include a written indication of every splice, termination, patch cord, etc. for cable being measured. Power
meter measurement recordings shall indicate the exact measured distance [OTDR or field measurement with cross reference for oscillation multiplier] on the sheet showing the power meter readings. Any deviations between fiber readings in the same tube shall be notated for OTDR graphs as well as deviations greater than 5% on power meter readings. Rated values for acceptable installation shall be based on the following parameters:

- Patch cords/Pigtails: .60 MM & .15 SM dB each
- Unicam Terminations: 1.0 dB set of 2 [In and Out]
- Splices: 0.08 each
- 1 KM = 0.3077 KF where KF is 1000 feet

18.8.3 Data documentation shall include for each test between buildings, the length of fiber as measured by OTDR, frequency used in test on OTDR by each fiber type, distance to each splice, termination or patch cord jumper, dB loss rating by manufacture from spool documentation, index of refraction by type of fiber in section, and the dB loss of each section as measured in the final test for each fiber. A special test shall be made on all continuous spliced fiber from start to end that includes the total dB loss measured and the OTDR plot on electronic disk. Splice points shall be identified on the trace.

18.9 Cable Termination
Terminations shall be made using the method recommended by the connector manufacturer. All fibers shall utilize a fan-out kit of the size and type recommended by the manufacturer and of the number of fibers provided in each fiber tube. All fibers terminated shall utilize a ceramic ferrule (outdoor connections), SC, mechanical termination equal to Siecor UniCam connectors, or be a wide temperature (-40°F to +170°F) epoxy. Heat cured or epoxy type connections meeting the full temperature ratings are acceptable for this Project, including factory manufactured pigtails. The Contractor shall be required to provide proof of purchase of sufficient quantities of ceramic terminations for outdoor terminations to verify ceramic connector usage or temperature ratings on epoxy or heat cured processes prior to terminating any fibers. The Contractor may terminate fibers by splicing factory pigtails to the fiber ends and then connecting the pigtail to the fiber coupler in the fiber tray. When splicing pigtails to terminate, all splices shall be provided with the metal reinforced shrink tube protector. The contractor may terminate fibers by the use of UniCam mechanical termination connectors. All termination SC couplers shall be rated for dual fiber application, MM and SM.

18.10 Breakout Kits or Fiber Distribution Units
The breakout kits, fiber distribution units, or termination boxes used to terminate each fiber cable in the cabinet shall provide for the separation and protection of the individual fibers with the buffer tubing and jacketing materials. The termination housing shall be installed within a wall interconnect housing which shall provide for storing fibers, ample room for feed through cable, strain relief for multiple cables within unit, and
accommodate SC compatible connectors. All fiber pigtails shall be terminated through SC connectors on the wall interconnect panel. All terminations shall be SC type, ceramic core (outdoor connections), and plug into the provided controller unit internal fiber optic modem. Acceptable enclosures for combination termination/splice points shall be MIC-024 or WDC-024 enclosures or pre-approved equal. Splices to pigtail fiber, where used, shall utilize fan out kit protection to the fiber, heat shrink tubing with metal bar reinforcement and 900 micron rated pigtail insulation. Splices to factory pigtails shall use pigtails that are rated for a minimum temperature range of 0°F to +150°F. In the absence of pigtails meeting this temperature rating, fibers shall utilize loose tube fiber in fanout kit tubes and UniCam mechanical SC connectors. These splices, fiber cable to pigtails, may be external to splice trays mounted internally to the enclosure, when shown on the wiring diagrams. All other splices, not specified to be installed external to the fiber splice tray, shall be installed in splice trays and be supported with heat shrink tubing. Acceptable splice trays include MIC-024-048 or 067 series or pre-approved equal.

18.11 Connectors
Connectors shall be mechanical SC (ceramic ferrule-outdoor connections) compatible, field installable, and self-aligning and centering or factory fabricated pigtails. Connectors to the special devices used for Ethernet network connections shall utilize a factory converter cable of SC to ST or manufacturer specified converter patch cord. Fiber optic equipment, used for terminating fibers, shall be rated for the type of connectors used. Connectors shall be Siecor CamLite, UniCam, or NEMA temperature rated epoxy type, or Engineer approved equal.

18.12 Splices
The fiber cable shall be installed in a continuous run between:
The southernmost handhole of the project on Merle Hay Road and the fiber hub cabinet at the corner of NW 62nd Ave and Merle Hay Road.

The southernmost handhole of the project on 86th Street and the fiber hub cabinet at the corner of NW 62nd Ave and 86th Street.

The western most handhole of the project on NW 62nd Avenue (near firestation) and the fiber hub cabinet at the corner of NW 62nd Ave and 86th Street.

The fiber hub cabinet at the corner of NW 62nd Ave and 86th Street and the fiber hub cabinet at the corner of NW 62nd Ave and Merle Hay Road.

No splices shall be allowed, unless shown on the plans. Only mechanical splices, Siecor CamLite, or approved equal will be allowed, when specified, such as testing of non-terminated fibers. Splices, where specified, shall be by fusion splice and shall be installed using an automatic fusion splicer. Splices between two fibers leaving the cabinet shall be supported in splice trays installed in splice enclosures. All splices shall be protected by heat shrink tubing designed for fiber optic splicing applications. Fibers
being terminated in two separate termination or splice enclosures shall be supported between enclosures by the use of buffer tubing or approved equal support material or shall be pigtail patch cords. Termination / splice enclosures shall be separated by less than 12 inches unless a conduit is installed between enclosures. All splices shall be performed by an automated splicer device that verifies the final splice termination quality. All splices shall be nominally 0.03 to 0.05 dB loss but shall be less than a 0.08 dB loss.

18.13 Light Source

18.13.1 An LED light source with a wavelength that is the system wavelength, 850 and 1300 nm for multimode and 1310 and 1550 nm for single mode, shall be used. The LED shall be stable within 0.1 dB in intensity over a time period sufficiently long to perform the measurement. The output of the LED shall overfill the input end of the launch fiber/cable in both numerical apertures (NA) and core diameter. The accuracy of the combined light source and power meter shall be less than .05 dB and be temperature compensated stabilized to 0.01 dB over the operating range of the meter(s).

18.13.2 The Contractor shall provide one each Light Source and Power Meter and/or one each 650 nM visible light source, Model VF13 or approved equal, to the Fiber Optic Coordinator or City Technician complete with all attachments for measuring individual fibers of multimode at both 850 and 1300 nanometers and single mode at both 1310 and 1550 nanometers for spot testing/inspecting of installed and terminated fibers. This test kit shall include one each 200X power zoom scope for observing fiber ends for smoothness and fractures. AC power adapters shall be provided with all light and power meters as well as battery operation. This test kit shall remain the property of the Contractor. This test kit shall be made available from the beginning to completion of the project and be on-site at all times.

18.14 Power Meter

The detector in the power meter shall have an effective numerical aperture and active region that is larger than the receive reference cable and/or the fiber under test. The power meter shall have a minimum range from +3 DBMS to –40 DBMS. The power meter shall have an accuracy of +/-0.5 dB through the operating temperature and minimum resolution of 0.1 dB.

18.15 Launch Reference Attenuator

18.15.1 The launch attenuator, two each for single and multimode fiber testing, shall be utilized for all OTDR tests such that one launch cable shall be at the beginning of the fiber being tested and the second launch cable shall be on the end of the fiber being tested past the final connector. Only one launch cable shall be required when testing non-terminated fiber. The launch attenuator(s) shall be of
the same fiber core size and type as the fiber under test. The attenuator shall emulate 300 hundred foot fiber length, minimum, for multimode and 900 feet length, minimum, for single mode fiber or as specified by the OTDR manufacturer for stabilization of the pulse generation. Launch cables shall be of identical length for incoming and outgoing light during tests. ST/SC connectors shall be utilized with each attenuator to connect the device to the test device, OTDR. One launch cable shall be installed on the start of the fiber being tested and one launch cable shall be installed on the end of each terminated to view the dB loss of the final connector.

18.15.2 The OTDR shall have the Threshold Loss set at a value to show each splice or termination junction of a single fiber in each tube with out showing the extraneous noise caused by handhole coils or turns into the cabinets. This level is normally a value [Threshold Loss] between 0.3 and 0.8 on the OTDR. This trace shall be provided for one fiber in each tube tested and each “event” shall be marked as to splice, jumper or patch cord. The Threshold Loss shall then be set to a value of 0.25 for multimode fiber tests and to a value of 0.10 for single mode fiber tests. The test of each fiber installed shall be conducted and any recorded events above this threshold shall be identified, such as jumper or patch cord. Events that are in excess the provided values shall be corrected prior to documentation submittal, such as terminations in excess of the rated value or bends in the fiber at the point of a splice entering of leaving the splice tray (See Testing). For measured values recorded in excess of the above (0.25 MM and 0.10 SM) listed values, refer to the fiber parameters specification as hereinbefore defined. The Engineer reserves the right to spot test fiber terminations, splices, or re-testing of all fibers in a section to insure proper quality assurance both during and after installation and testing. Deviations from Engineer testing and report documentation shall be reviewed and the Contractor shall be able to retest any or all challenged measurements to verify a valid test. Inconsistent test results, in the sole opinion of the Engineer, shall be cause for the Contractor to retest the entire fiber installation.

18.16 Testing

18.16.1 General
The Contractor shall provide all personnel, equipment, instrumentation, and supplies necessary to perform all testing and is considered incidental to the project. All testing shall be performed in an accepted manner and in accordance with the testing equipment manufacturer’s recommendations. All data shall be recorded and submitted to the Traffic Engineer as hereinbefore specified. The Contractor shall provide one copy of operating software to read and view all OTDR traces.

18.16.2 Attenuation
The end-to-end attenuation shall be measured for each fiber for each link after
installation and termination. A patch cord jumper cable shall be connected to both the light source and the receive cable to the power meter by the use of a connector (barrel). The two reference cables shall then be connected via a termination coupler and the power meter “zeroed” to eliminate the line loss. This process results in a reading of the actual line loss (dB) of the input connector, fiber cable, exiting connector and any other splices or jumpers installed in the measured test link. The calculated “loss” shall not include the input or departing cables in the loss calculation. The calculated fiber loss measured shall list the number of terminations, including the input and departing connectors, the number of splices and the number of patch cords used to jumper the link(s) into the measured final link. The measured values for each terminated fiber in each tube shall include the Tube number, fiber number, number of feet in the link, the number of splices, the number of patch cords, and the number of connectors, if any. The length of optical cable shall be as measured by the OTDR rather than the fiber cable jacket as the fiber is a reverse oscillation process resulting in a greater optical distance than the fiber cable jacket. The value for both the OTDR length and the cable jacket shall be provided in the recorded documentation for each link distance. All distances shall be recorded in feet rather than meters for both recorded lengths.

Fibers that are not continuous from beginning of the link to the end of the link shall be noted in the documentation; otherwise, all fibers in a single tube may be listed with a single data entry for all required data listed above for all fibers in the tube. The fiber documentation for each fiber shall identify the fiber being tested by either fiber number or fiber coating color and be recorded by complete tube, Tube 1 through Tube 6, fiber 1 through fiber 12. The direction of the test shall be recorded for information purposes only to resolve discrepancies in replicating the test during inspections of the final installation. The power meter reading recordings shall log total dB loss over the length of the fiber measured, equivalent to a dB loss budget.

The output power levels at the network hardware transmitters and receivers shall be measured and recorded for system documentation. The power meter shall be connected to the transmitter side of the equipment with a system jumper. The transmit power level shall then be read and recorded.

Each tube of a cable shall be in the same file divider where the tube cover OTDR page shows the overview of all splices, patch cords, terminations from start to end. The second section shall include all Power Meter readings and the mandated documentation to show the calculated line loss (losses). The third section shall contain all OTDR traces, one trace per screen. The fourth section shall include the spool sheet for the fiber installed on the test section. An “explanation” sheet may be included where required to clarify an unusual reading that is valid but difficult to be explained through traditional data presentation, such as a video feed fiber that is attached to a jumper to provide continuous feed
from the start to end of the tube length where other fibers in the same tube are simply spliced. The above format shall be repeated for each tube of a cable.

18.16.3 Continuity
Continuity tests shall be used to determine whether a test or system jumper does or does not pass light. A continuity test shall also be used to assure the fibers have not been crossed over in the jumper and that the transmit fiber goes to the receiver fiber. The visible light tester shall be utilized to illuminate faulty terminations or fibers with excessive bends failing to pass light.

To perform continuity test, a high-intensity red light (Visible Fault Identifier) light source shall be aimed into the connector at one end, while an observer watches for a flicker of light at the other end. One each 650 nm red VFL (Visual Fault Locater) light source shall be furnished to the Engineer by the Contractor on request during the testing of the fiber by the Contractor for spot testing. This device shall be made available during testing of continuity to the Engineer to assist in verifying fault locations and connector bleeding.

18.16.4 OTDR Testing
An OTDR shall be used to evaluate the quality and length of cable reels prior to their use on the project. A minimum of one fiber per tube per reel shall be tested if payment for stored goods is requested. The fiber loss in dB/km and the length of each reel shall be recorded in the documentation. The maximum attenuation of the cable shall be as hereinbefore specified. This test does not require an electronic document; but is provided to insure that the fiber has been received in useable quality without shipment damage. The test results of the Contractor OTDR tests of received spools shall be provided to the Engineer, in a minimum of hard copy print, prior to receiving payment for stored goods.

An OTDR shall be used to evaluate the quality and length of cable installed on the project. This test shall be conducted on all fibers, terminated and not terminated, and shall be conducted after all terminations on the fibers for a link have been completed. The fiber loss in dB/km and the length of each reel shall be recorded in the documentation. The index of refraction, minimum of three decimal points, provided by the manufacturer on the spool documentation shall be used for the test on the OTDR. The maximum attenuation of the cable shall be as hereinbefore specified. A hard copy of OTDR signature traces, electronically and in printed form, for all fiber links shall be made and provided in the documentation as specified. The data provided shall be in easy to understand format and of sufficient detail to verify the results. Fiber testing shall include only one fiber trace per graph. One copy of the operating system software to view the fiber graphs shall be provided with the final documentation.

18.16.5 Documentation
The result of all testing shall be recorded along with date of test, name of person
performing test, brand name, model number, serial number of equipment used during test, and any other pertinent information and data. The Contractor shall be responsible to provide input to the Engineer reviewing the recorded data documentation to resolve all questions or data discrepancies. A copy of the evaluation calculation equations to be used may be obtained by the Contractor by request and by supplying a floppy disk. (The evaluation FO Calculator is an EXCEL program worksheet that calculates design dB Loss based on required inputs.) Documentation shall be considered incidental to bid items and no additional compensation shall be provided. Fiber optic cable test results shall be provided to the Engineer, and the Johnston Public Works Director.

19. ENCLOSED RACK CABINET (INDOOR)

19.1 The traffic data center shall be provided with a self-contained floor mounted rack/server cabinet. Racks shall be EIA Standard nominal 19 inch rack mount assemblies, compliant with UL 1863, constructed of high-grade 6061-T6 aluminum or pre-approved equal, self-squaring, and self-supporting. All racks shall be pre-threaded 12/24 EIA holes for quick assembly and be provided with a minimum of 24 cross-recessed black panel mounting screws, 12/24 by 1/2 inch long. Each floor-mounted rack shall be provided with shelves that support a minimum of 120 pounds, be nominal 19 inches wide, 10.6 inches deep, or 17.4 inches deep and be double-sided, vented construction. Three shelves per rack assembly shall be provided to house equipment. Shelves shall be as specified by the Engineer for each rack. The floor-mounted racks shall be a minimum of 84 inches high, 15 inches floor base plate deep, and be provided with one cable manager installed. The enclosed rack cabinet, complete with all accessories specified, shall be provided by the system integrator/manufacturer or the designated representative.

19.2 All racks shall be drilled with a 5/8 inch, 5/8 inch, 1/2 inch universal hole pattern.

19.3 The enclosed rack cabinet shall be environmentally controlled and contained, i.e. a cooling system provided.

19.4 The rack cabinet shall house the servers, switches and termination panels, specified herein, to run the complete and functional traffic data center and traffic signal control system.

19.5 Contractor shall furnish and install terminations/splice enclosures as shown on the fiber wiring diagrams.

20. ETHERNET COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

20.1 This specification sets forth the minimum requirements for an Ethernet based traffic signal interconnect and communications system. All work, equipment, and materials to provide a properly functioning Ethernet communications system is included.
20.2 The fiber optic Ethernet communications equipment shall include:

20.2.1 Heavy Duty Switch shall be GarrettCom Magnum 6K Series with 1 Gb transmitters, or equivalent approved by the Engineer. The Ethernet switch shall be installed in the traffic data center cabinet. The number and type of ports shall be provided in order to run the traffic signal system outlined herein and provide for some expansion at a later time.

20.2.2 Each cabinet shall be equipped with a ten port managed Ethernet switch. The Ethernet switch shall be NEMA TS-2 rated. The switch will have six 10/100 Ethernet ports and four Single Mode Fiber ports. The switch shall be powered by AC line voltage. The Ethernet switch shall be a GarrettCom model 6KQE, or equivalent approved by the Engineer.

20.2.3 The Ethernet switch shall be attached to a side panel of the cabinet.

20.2.4 Patch cables to provide functional connection of the Ethernet switch to the Fiber Optic distribution panel and the signal controller shall be provided.

20.3 The system shall be primarily fiber optic cable based, but may include interface equipment to change from fiber optic communication to twisted pair copper wire communication. The system shall also include interface equipment and cabling for CAT-5 communications, except cable installed in conduit external to controller cabinet shall be CAT-6E.

20.4 All equipment, terminations, connectors, terminal blocks, and any other hardware to construct the system shall be designed for outdoor use in typical traffic signal system conditions. All equipment shall include mounting brackets to secure the equipment in the cabinet.

21. PAN, TILT, ZOOM (IP DOME PTZ) CAMERA

21.1 The Pan, Tilt, Zoom (PTZ) camera shall be an Axis Q6032e Weather Resistant Dome Network Camera. The PTZ camera shall be IP addressable and come with internet-based camera interface controls. The PTZ Camera shall have the following features:

21.1.1 Electronic Image Stabilization
21.1.2 35x optical zoom and 12x digital zoom, total 420x zoom
21.1.3 Lens: f=3.4 – 119 mm, F1.4 – 4.2, autofocus, automatic day/night
21.1.4 Horizontal resolution greater than 530 TVL (PAL)
21.1.5 Horizontal angle of view: 55.8 degrees (wide end) to 1.7 degrees (tele end)
21.1.6 Minimum illumination Color: 0.5 lux at 30 IRE F1.4, B/W: 0.008 lux at 30 IRE F1.4
21.1.7 Signal to noise ratio greater than 50dB
21.1.8 Electronic Image Stabilization up to 12dB suppression
21.1.9 Electronic shutter speed 1/30000 s to 1.5 s (50 Hz)
21.1.10 Operation temperature -40°F to 122°F, Humidity 10 - 100% RH (condensing)
21.1.11 Angular travel: Pan: 360 degrees endless, 0.05 degrees – 450 degrees/s
   Tilt: 220 degrees, 0.05 degrees – 450 degrees/s
21.1.12 Manual mode speed: Pan variable from 0.10 degrees to 480 degrees/sec
21.1.13 100 presets per dome
21.1.14 Multiple, individually configurable streams in H.264 and Motion JPEG,
   controllable frame rate and bandwidth

21.2 Each PTZ camera item shall include the camera housing, and all mounting accessories
   for installation on a traffic signal mast arm and any cabling required connecting the
   camera into the controller cabinet.

22. TRAFFIC DATA CENTER EQUIPMENT

22.1 General
   This work shall consist of furnishing and installing the equipment and accessories of the
   type and number specified. All equipment provided for the Traffic Data Center must be
   compatible with the TACTICS signal system software.

22.2 Desktop Workstation - Two desktop computers will be provided. The computers will be
   provided with all accessories to comprise a functioning workstation.

   22.2.1 The accessories for each workstation include, but are not limited to, wireless
   keyboard, wireless mouse, and two 23 inch LED monitors.

   22.2.2 Minimum computer specifications:
      2.4 GHz Intel processor or better
      6 GB RAM
      160 GB hard drive
      24x CDRW or DVDRW
      10/100 Network Adapter

   22.2.3 Software to be included on computer:
      Microsoft Windows 7
      Internet Explorer 8
      Microsoft Office 2010

22.3 Mobile Workstation - One laptop computer will be provided. The computer will be
   provided with all accessories to comprise a functioning workstation.

   22.3.1 The accessories for the mobile workstation include, but are not limited to, a
   wireless mouse, and nylon carrying case.
22.3.2 Minimum computer specifications:
- 2.4 GHz Intel processor or better
- 6 GB RAM
- 160 GB hard drive
- 24x CDRW or DVDRW
- 10/100 Network Adapter
- Wireless network card
- XGA and SXGA+ active matrix (TFT) Display

22.3.3 Software to be included on computer:
- Microsoft Windows 7
- Internet Explorer 8
- Microsoft Office 2010

22.4 Wall Display - Two wall-mounted display screens will be provided. Each screen shall be a minimum of a 46 inch Class, LED, 1080p, 120Hz HDTV. The wall mounting bracket and installation shall be included. Screens shall be mounted at a location as directed by the project engineer or the Johnston Public Works Director. Connection to the workstations shall also be included.

22.5 A PowerRouter 732 router will be installed in the traffic data center server cabinet.

22.5.1 The router will have the following capabilities:
- 1U Rack Mountable,
- up to 5.9 Gigabits Routable throughput,
- seven Front Mounted Gigabit Ethernet Ports,
- all Ethernet/Serial connections are front mounted,
- Intel Pentium 4 Dual-Core 3.00 Gig Processor,
- 1 Gig DDR2 RAM, Level 4 Mikrotik License Installed,
- 1 x mPCI Slot for Wireless Cards,
- 1 x PCI Slot for T1, fiber, or 4 port Ethernet cards,
- 1 x Space for 2.5 gig HD

23. FIBER OPTIC HUB CABINET (OUTDOOR)

23.1 The fiber optic hub cabinet shall be a bare, unpainted aluminum, two door cabinet with the dimensions of 50 inches high, 24 inches wide, and a depth of 22 inches (such as a Siemens Model 336). All hub cabinets, complete with all electronics specified, shall be provided by the traffic controller system manufacturer or their designated representative and shall be complete with all enclosures and electronics as specified herein. All cabinets shall be provided with a ground lug for external grounding.

23.2 The cabinet shall be aluminum with a natural aluminum finish. The cabinet shall be mounted on an aluminum riser.
23.3 The cabinet shall contain the following items:

23.3.1 Fiber Optic hubs shall be provided with power as defined hereinafter.

23.3.2 Two circuit breakers, 30 amps for general circuits use and 10 amps for highly filtered circuits shall be provided. The cabinet fans and heater will be wired with the general circuit breaker. The cabinet shall include noise filter and surge protection, EDCO SHA-1210, that has the main circuit plus the 10 amp high filter protection.

23.3.3 Two cabinet fans – A standard cabinet fan, thermostat controlled, to bring in outside air and a second fan to blow air, circulation, inside the cabinet.

23.3.4 A cabinet heater with 350-watt capacity shall be provided. The heater shall be on a thermostat with a 32°F or lower setting to turn on the heater. If the heater activates, the second fan inside the cabinet will turn on to circulate air in the cabinet.

23.3.5 A minimum of two MIC-024 units with a minimum of four each splice trays and 24 each termination hubs, complete with 24 hub mounts, per closure.

23.3.6 Two gooseneck mini-cylinder lights meeting signal cabinet specifications. One flex light in front and one flex light in back.

23.3.7 A circuit breaker protected power strip with three sets of six outlet power plugs, three prong, GFI protected.

23.3.8 One each (minimum), IFS R-3 rack shall be provided in each large and data hub.

23.4 Modifications to existing hubs where space does not permit additional enclosures to be installed may have enclosures removed where such enclosures are not being used. All removed enclosures shall be returned to the City. Modifications to any hub installation shall be performed by the traffic system equipment supplier under the direction of the Systems Integrator. Terminations and/or splices in hubs shall be by the Contractor or their designated representative and shall be consistent with the design or final revised drawings provided.

24. POLE MOUNTED CABINET

24.1 This cabinet shall house the various control equipment required for the PTZ camera installation.

24.2 All materials furnished, assembled, fabricated or installed under this Item shall be new, corrosion resistant and in strict accordance with the details shown on the plans and in the Specifications.
24.3 Each cabinet shall be provided complete with all internal components, back and side panels, terminal strips, as well as all mounting hardware necessary to provide for installation of equipment as described on the plans and Specifications.

24.4 All cabinets shall be equipped internally as specified herein.

24.4.1 Details of the cabinet design and equipment layout shall be submitted to the Engineer for review and approval prior to fabrication.

24.4.2 The cabinets shall house the particular complement of field equipment shown on the plans. The cabinets shall be provided with fully wired back panels, with all the necessary terminal boards, wiring, harnesses, connectors and attachment hardware for each cabinet location. All terminals and panel facilities shall be placed on the lower portion of the cabinet walls.

24.4.3 Each cabinet, as a minimum, shall be supplied with the following:
- Backpanel
- Circuit Breaker/ Surge Protection
- Terminal Strip (Electrical)
- Fiber Termination Panel (12-slot minimum)
- Dual Convenience Outlets
- Fluorescent Light (for nighttime maintenance uses) or equivalent
- Cooling Switch
- Heater
- Electrostatic Air Filter
- All Necessary Installation and Mounting Hardware

24.5 The cabinet shall be UL-50 approved and meet NEMA Type 3R requirements.

24.6 All conductors used on the cabinet wiring shall be No. 22 AWG or larger with a minimum of 19 strands. Conductors shall conform to MIL SPEC MIL-W-168780, Type B or D. The insulation shall have a minimum thickness of 10 MILS. All wiring containing line voltage shall be a minimum size of No. 14 AWG.

24.7 The cabinet internal ground shall consist of one or more ground bus-bars permanently affixed to the cabinet and connected to the grounding electrode. Bare stranded No. 6 AWG copper wire shall be used between bus-bars and between the bus-bar and grounding electrode. Each copper ground bus-bar shall have a minimum of 20 connector points, each capable of securing at least one number 10 AWG conductor. AC neutral and equipment ground wiring shall return to these bus-bars.

24.8 The cabinets shall be clean-cut in design and appearance and have the following minimum dimensions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPTH</th>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 inches</td>
<td>20 inches</td>
<td>30 inches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24.9 All cabinets shall be constructed of welded sheet aluminum with a minimum thickness of 1/10 inch. No wood, wood fiber product, or flammable products shall be allowed in the cabinet. The cabinet structure shall be effectively sealed to prevent the entry of rain, dust and dirt.

24.10 All exterior seams for cabinet and doors shall be continuously welded. All edges shall be filed to a radius of 1/32 inch minimum.

24.11 Cabinets shall conform to the requirements of ASTM designation: B209 for 5052-H32 aluminum sheet. The aluminum shall be carefullysmoothed and the exterior shall be left in its unpainted natural color. The cabinet door shall be sturdy and torsional rigid. The door shall substantially cover the full area of the front of the cabinet and shall be attached by a minimum of two hinges.

24.12 Each cabinet door shall be provided with a No. 2 Corbin or approved equivalent lock. Two keys for the tumbler lock shall be provided for each cabinet. The cabinet door shall be provided with a catch mechanism to hold the door open at two positions – 90 degrees +/- 10 degrees, and 180 degrees +/- 10 degrees. Both the door and door stop mechanism shall be of sufficient strength to withstand a simulated wind load of five pounds per square foot of door area applied to both inside and outside surfaces.

24.13 A gasket shall be provided to act as a permanent and weather resistant seal at the cabinet door facing. The gasket material shall be of a non-absorbent material and shall maintain its resiliency after long term exposure to the outdoor environment. The gasket shall have a minimum thickness of 1/3 inch. The gasket shall be located in a channel provided for this purpose either on the cabinet or on the door. An “L” bracket is acceptable in lieu of this channel if the gasket is fitted snugly against the bracket to insure a uniformly dust and weather resistant seal around the entire door facing.

24.14 The cabinet and its installation shall include the costs of supplying the cabinet, the required internal equipment specified above, and the installation of the cabinet on the pole per the project plans.

25. BASIS OF PAYMENT

25.1 No separate payment will be made for work covered in this part of the Specifications except as set forth below. Contract Unit Prices shall include all costs for each item of work.

25.2 If items, for which no Unit Prices are shown on Proposal, or Schedule of Unit Prices, are required during construction, Contract Price shall be adjusted on basis of Unit Price negotiated with Contractor.

25.3 The Traffic Signal Interconnect System will be paid for at the contract price bid, which price shall be full compensation for furnishing all equipment, materials, and all other
work necessary or incidental to the construction of the complete traffic signal interconnect system installation and for all equipment, tools, labor, and incidentals necessary to complete the work.